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Hamburg Christmas Market Opens With Food
Stalls Off-Limits For Unvaccinated Guests

The COVID World post date: November 24th, 2021

Hamburg’s historic outdoor Christmas market has opened with unvaccinated people
banned from food stalls and other services only available to patrons who present a 2G
(vaccinated or recovered) COVID�19 pass.

The market opened yesterday on November 23rd and will run through until December
23rd. Organizers have chosen this year to separate the outdoor market into two, with
everyone allowed to go in the retail area so long as they abide by social distancing rules
and wear masks.

The food area where mulled wine, bratwurst, and other refreshments are sold is only
opened to those who have been fully vaccinated or have recovered from COVID�19, as
part of Germany’s ‘2G’ rule.

Other German cities and towns have cancelled their Christmas markets entirely this year
due to COVID�19 restrictions, including the regions of Saxony and Thuringia.
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Please support our ongoing work.

Previous: Australian Senator Gerard Rennick Speaks On COVID Vaccine Injuries: “This
Needs To Stop”
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Wow. I remember how much I loved the Christmas markets in Germany when I
lived there a couple times �2 years each-I was in m.service) – the whole
atmosphere was joyous and folks would huddle/gather under little set standing
stations with roofs to drink their hot steaming gluwein (mulled wine) and
refreshments – often bratwurst with a nice Germany bakery chewy bun.
Unbelievable that the vaxxed would be okay with this but then not so when I
read many comments of those on Twitter in support of discrimination and
forcing theirs and Governments will on everyone. The naive ignorant and
arrogant ones. Maybe some controlled – mind controlled by government too.

I see they cancelled them elsewhere in Germany – here in Hamburg, just
rubbing it in the faces of those unvaxxed I see with their abhorrent 2�G system.

I actually was planning to move back over to Europe permanently – needed
more planning and funds/knowledge, but I really wanted to and was considering
Berlin, my favoritie German city or Austria or Romania. Turns out Romania would
have been best choice if I chose, but now glad I didn’t even though in U.S. the
tyranny is here too…it seems the state I chose to move to last year -guided by
Holy Spirit of GOD within me was best choice until Jesus – my Lord-Our Lord
comes in the “catching away.” But wherever you are, pray to GOD and believe
Jesus-his direct son and manifestation of GOD on earth- died for your sins &
arose on the third day (supernatural event, just as GOD’s existence is) so you
would not be doomed to damnation in the pit of sulfur/fire, but instead for
eternal joy/life with GOD/Jesus.
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nowhere to run, they got all corners of this earth covered, unless you want to
become friends with penguins although military presence is there as well
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Remember- do not serve ze people wiz ze yellow stars- zey are unclean!
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At the beginning of this plandemic when they started feed bag mandates and
denying non feed bag people equal access, people were comparing this to what
happened to the Jews. They, including me, were give much flack saying how
dare you.compare muzzle mandates to the segregation that happened to the
Jews. All said you just wait it will morph into exactly the same segregation the
Jews experienced in Germany. And here we are today. Segregation by jab when
the jab doesn’t do anything to protect the recipients, but does a lot to kill them
and spread the virus worse than the unjabbed.
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Good, keep them anti-vax sheep away from the rest of us.
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